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Scality Ring & Storage Made Easy
Enterprise File Sync and Share for Object Storage
Organizations now have greater visibility on
the benefits provided by object-based storage
solutions regarding scalability and lower costs.
The problem with moving to a new storage
solution is that user workflows and applications
may need modification. A modern and well
designed solution will be able to bridge the gap
between the application and the object storage
layer without affecting the user.
Scality and Storage Made Easy partnered to create a
joint solution that will enable users across cloud and
object storage environments to easily and securely
access, store, and share files from any desktop or mobile
device. The solution brings enterprise file sync and share,
collaboration, and cross-cloud migration capabilities to
the Scality RING platform.

Storage Made Easy can provide users access to their
data through desktop applications like a network file
system with native drive access for Windows, Mac, and
Linux with file locking, versioning, commenting, and
permission capabilities. Data can be synchronized locally
and shared globally through native integration with
Microsoft Office, OpenOffice, and Mac Mail.
The combined solution will also enable organizations to
collaborate efficiently through desktop and web-based
tools and via mobile applications and devices. Features
that will enhance day to day activities include markup and
PDF annotation, file activity monitoring, full text search,
and leverage archives and audit logs as needed.
Storage Made Easy will also enable organizations
to migrate to a highly scalable object-based storage
solution such as the Scality RING from existing storage.
The combined solution will help any business be agile
and reduce operating costs and the complexity of
storage at a large scale.

What's In It for You?
Truly Scalable Storage The RING enables
organizations to build a private cloud
storage solution at exabyte-scale with all
the performance benefits of online storage
at a cost point that is comparable to tape.
The RING’s access and storage layers can
scale independently to thousands of nodes,
all of which can be accessed directly and
concurrently.

Storage Made Easy for IT Finally,
organizations have the ability to enforce
data security policies across legacy, private
and public cloud storage providers in one
place. IT can enforce access, sharing, and
encryption policies across the Scality RING.
Want to limit downloads or reject weak
passwords? No problem! Audit trails and
archive capabilities provide peace of mind.

Data Protection SME user data will
be protected with strong data protection
mechanisms in the event of common failure
scenarios such as a node or disk failure.
The Scality RING uses erasure coding and
replication to protect data across sites and
also has automatic data repair mechanisms in
place to tolerate an entire physical site failure.

Sync and Share as a Service With fully
multi-tenant and brandable desktop and
mobile applications, service providers
and enterprises can offer new storage
services backed by the Scality RING.
Offer tiered services including home
folders for user documents, mobile
apps for access anywhere, and sync &
share offerings for collaboration – new
revenue streams!
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About Storage Made Easy
The Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric allows IT
to regain control of cloud and storage sprawl unifying
private and public file and object storage into a single
converged infrastructure that can be more easily be
managed, supporting organizational governance and
audit controls. Users can securely sync files, share
and collaborate through native desktop and mobile
applications, Office plugins and O/S drives. The
company focuses on two large and emerging markets.
The first is data security, encompassing governance
and compliance, and the second is the large and
growing cloud market (public and private) for which
SME has a large footprint and strong channel partners.
To learn more, visit www.storagemadeeasy.com.

About Scality
Scality, world leader in object and cloud storage,
develops cost-effective Software Defined Storage (SDS):
the RING, which serves over 500 million end-users
worldwide with over 800 billion objects in production;
and the open-source S3 Server. Scality RING software
deploys on any industry-standard x86 server, uniquely
delivering performance, 100% availability and data
durability, while integrating easily in the datacenter
thanks to its native support for directory integration,
traditional file applications and over 45 certified
applications. Scality’s complete solutions excel at serving
the specific storage needs of Global 2000 Enterprise,
Media and Entertainment, Government and Cloud
Provider customers while delivering up to 90% reduction
in TCO versus legacy storage. A global company, Scality
is headquartered in San Francisco.
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